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ABSTRACT
A variant of nonlinear blind source separation, the Nonlinear Dynamic Factor Analysis (NDFA) model, is based on
noisy nonlinear mixtures of state variables, which are controlled by nonlinear system dynamics. The problem setting
is blind because both the state variables, the nonlinear mixing model, and the nonlinear dynamics are unknown. As a
special problem we consider the ability of NDFA to detect
abrupt changes in the process dynamics. It is shown experimentally that NDFA is highly accurate and outperforms
several standard change detection methods in this task.
1. INTRODUCTION
In nonlinear blind source separation (BSS), a collection of
nonlinear combinations of unknown source signals, possibly with additive noise, are observed and the problem is
to estimate the sources from them. Such a problem setting has important applications e.g. in speech, biomedical,
industrial, or financial time series processing. Denoting by
x(t)the vector whose elements are the observed signals xi (t),
i = 1, ..., n, by s(t) the vector whose elements are the underlying source signals sj (t), j = 1, ..., m, and by n(t) the
additive noise, we have the model
x(t) = f (s(t)) + n(t)

(1)

where f is the nonlinear mapping from the source signals
to the observed signals. The term “blind” refers to the fact
that both the source signals and the nonlinear mapping are
unknown.
The problem cannot be solved unless some assumptions
are made on the sources. In the Nonlinear Dynamic Factor
Analysis (NDFA) model introduced by one of the authors
[1], the source signals are assumed to follow nonlinear dynamics according to
s(t) = g(s(t − 1)) + m(t)
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(2)

where g is an unknown function controlling the state changes
and m(t) accounts for modeling errors and noise. Assuming m(t) to be white gaussian noise, the innovation process
for the state vector s(t) is gaussian independent, hence the
model (1) can be seen as a nonlinear generalization of Factor Analysis. Note that the source signals sj (t) are generally
not independent, which is reasonable if they are the state
space coordinates of some physical multivariate dynamical
states.
An important problem from the point of view of certain
applications, for example estimation and tracking of industrial processes from mixed observations, is to detect changes
in the underlying dynamics. Then we may assume that the
nonlinearity f giving the mapping from the state variables to
the sensors stays constant, but the nonlinearity g controlling
the process dynamics changes. Due to the complexity and
nonlinearity of the mixing model, it may be very difficult to
detect the process change directly from the observed signal
vector x(t), but the actual state has to be estimated first.
In this work we examine the ability of the NDFA algorithm to detect changes in the process properties. We assume that these changes are caused by an abrupt change of
the dynamical model of the underlying process.
In Section 2, the principle of the NDFA learning algoritm is briefly explained. The experimental setup is covered in Section 3, showing that in a fairly difficult simulated
case with 3 underlying processes, 5 source signals, and 10
observed signals, the NDFA method can detect an abrupt
change in one of the underlying processes with high accuracy, while some standard change detection methods perform poorly.
2. THE NDFA ALGORITHM
The NDFA algorithm used here is an extension of the nonlinear factor analysis algorithm [2]. In [1] it is shown how
the approach can be extended to nonlinear state-space models. This section briefly outlines the model and learning algorithm. A more thorough presentation of the subject will
be given in [3].

2.1. Model structure
The unknown nonlinear mappings f and g from (1) and
(2) are modeled by multilayer perceptron (MLP) networks
with one hidden layer of sigmoidal tanh nonlinearities. The
function realized by the network can be written in vector notation as
f (s) = B tanh(As + a) + b
(3)
where the tanh nonlinearity is applied component-wise. A
and B are the weight matrices and a and b the bias vectors
of the network. The function g has a similar structure except
that the MLP network is used to model only the change in
the state values and therefore
g(s) = s + D tanh(Cs + c) + d

(4)

The noise terms n(t) and m(t) are assumed to be Gaussian
and white, i.e. the values at different time instants and different components at the same time instant are independent.
Let us denote the observation set by X = (x(1), . . . , x(T )),
state set by S = (s(1), . . . , s(T )) and all the model parameters by θ. The likelihood of the observations defined by the
model can then be written as
Y
p(xi (t)|s(t), θ)
p(X|S, θ) =
i,t

=

Y

(5)

N (xi (t); fi (s(t)), exp(2vi ))

i,t

where N (x; µ, σ 2 ) denotes a Gaussian distribution over
x with mean µ and variance σ 2 , fi (s(t)) denotes the ith
component of the output of f , and vi is a hyperparameter
specifying the noise variance. The probability p(S|θ) of the
states S is specified similarly using the function g. All the
parameters of the model have hierarchical Gaussian priors.
For example the noise parameters vi of different components of the data share a common prior [2, 3].
The parameterization of the variances through exp(2v)
where v ∼ N (α, β) corresponds to log-normal distribution
of the variance. The inverse gamma distribution would be
the conjugate prior in this case but log-normal distribution
is close to it and it is easier to build a hierarchical prior using
log-normal distributions than inverse gamma distribution.
2.2. Posterior approximation and regularization
The goal of ensemble learning is to fit a parametric approximating distribution q(θ, S) to the true posterior p(θ, S|X).
The misfit is measured by the Kullback-Leibler divergence
between the approximation and the true posterior:
D(q(S, θ)||p(S, θ|X)) = Eq(S,θ)



q(S, θ)
ln
p(S, θ|X)



(6)

where the expectation is calculated over the approximation
q(S, θ). The Kullback-Leibler divergence is always nonnegative. It attains its minimum of zero if and only if the
two distributions are equal.
The posterior distribution can be written as p(S, θ|X) =
p(S, θ, X)/p(X). The normalizing term p(X) cannot usually be evaluated, but it is constant with respect to the model
and it is possible to use the cost function
C = D(q(S, θ)||p(S, θ|X)) − ln p(X)


q(S, θ)
= E ln
.
p(S, θ, X)

(7)

In this work we make use of the fact that e−C is roughly
proportional to p(X).
Usually the joint probability P (S, θ, X) is a product of
simple terms due to the definition of the model. In this
case p(S, θ, X) = p(X|S, θ)p(S|θ)p(θ) can be written as
a product of univariate Gaussian distributions.
The cost function can be minimized efficiently if a suitably simple factorial form for the approximation
Q is chosen.
We use q(θ, S) = q(θ)q(S), where q(θ) = i q(θi ) is a
product of univariate Gaussian distributions, i.e. the distribution for each parameter θi is parameterized with mean θi
and variance θei . These are the variational parameters of the
distribution to be optimized.
The approximation q(S) takes into account posterior dependences between the values of states at consecutive time
instants.QThe approximation
can be written as a product
Q
q(S) = i [q(si (1)) t q(si (t)|si (t − 1))]. The value si (t)
depends only on si (t−1) at previous time instant, not on the
other sj (t−1) with j 6= i. The distribution q(si (t)|si (t−1))
is a Gaussian with mean that depends linearly on the previous value as in µi (t) = si (t) + s̆i (t − 1, t)(si (t − 1) −
◦
si (t − 1)), and variance si (t). The variational parameters
of the distribution are si (t), s̆i (t − 1, t) and s◦i (t).
A positive side-effect of the restrictions on the approximating distribution q(S, θ) is that the nonlinear dynamic
reconstruction problem is regularized and becomes wellposed. With linear f and g, the posterior distribution of the
states S would be Gaussian, while nonlinear f and g result
in non-Gaussian posterior distribution. Restricting q(S) to
be Gaussian therefore favors smooth mappings and regularizes the problem. This still leaves a rotational ambiguity
which is solved by discouraging the posterior dependences
between si (t) and sj (t − 1) with j 6= i.
2.3. Evaluating the cost function and updating the parameters
The parameters of the approximating distribution are optimized with gradient based iterative algorithms. During one
sweep of the algorithm all the parameters are updated once,

using all the available data. One sweep consists of two different phases. The order of the computations in these two
phases is the same as in standard supervised back-propagation [4] but otherwise the algorithm is different. In the forward phase, the distributions of the outputs of the MLP networks are computed from the current values of the inputs.
The value of the cost function is also evaluated. In the backward phase, the partial derivatives of the cost function with
respect to all the parameters are fed back through the MLPs
and the parameters are updated using this information.
When the cost function (7) is written for the model defined above, it splits into a sum of simple terms. Most of
the terms can be evaluated analytically and only the terms
involving the outputs of the MLP networks cannot be evaluated exactly. To compute those terms, the distributions of
the outputs of the MLPs are calculated using a truncated
Taylor series approximation for the MLPs. This procedure
is explained in detail in [2, 3]. In the feedback phase, these
computations are simply inverted to evaluate the gradients.
Let us denote the two parts of the cost function (7) arising from the denominator and numerator of the logarithm
respectively by Cp = Eq [− ln p] and Cq = Eq [ln q]. The term
Cq is a sum of negative entropies of Gaussians and has the
form
Cq =

X
i

X 1
1
◦
− [1 + ln(2π θei )] +
− [1 + ln(2π si (t))].
2
2
t,i

(8)
The terms in the corresponding sum for Cp are somewhat
more complicated but they are also relatively simple expectations over Gaussian distributions [2, 1, 3].
An update rule for the posterior variances θei is obtained
by differentiating (7) with respect to θei , yielding [2, 3]
∂C
∂Cp
∂Cq
∂Cp
1
=
+
=
−
e
e
e
e
∂ θi
∂ θi
∂ θi
∂ θi
2θei

(9)

Equating this to zero yields a fixed-point iteration:
−1

∂Cp
e
θi = 2
∂ θei

(10)

The posterior means θi can be estimated from the approximate Newton iteration [2, 3]
∂Cp
θi ← θi −
∂θi

"

∂2C
2
∂θi

#−1

≈ θi −

∂Cp e
θi
∂θi
◦

(11)

The posterior means si (t) and variances si (t) of the states
are updated similarly. The update rule for the posterior linear dependences s̆i (t − 1, t) is also derived by solving the
zero of the gradient [1, 3].

2.4. Learning scheme
In general the learning proceeds in batches. After each sweep
through the data the distributions q(S) and q(θ) are updated.
There are slight changes to the basic learning scheme in the
beginning of training. The hyperparameters governing the
distributions of other parameters are not updated to avoid
pruning away parts of the model that do not seem useful
at the moment. The data is also embedded to have multiple time-shifted copies to encourage the emergence of states
representing the dynamics. The embedded data is given by
zT (t) = [xT (t − d), . . . , xT (t + d)] and it is used for the
first 500 sweeps.
At the beginning, the posterior means of most of the
parameters are initialized to random values. The posterior
variances are initialized to small constant values. The posterior means of the states s(t) are initialized using a suitable
number of principal components of the embedded data z(t)
and are kept fixed to these values for the first 50 sweeps
while only the MLP networks f and g are updated. Updates
of the hyperparameters begin after the first 100 sweeps.
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1. Problem setting
To examine the ability of the NDFA algorithm to detect
changes in the process properties, we made an artificial set
of 8 time series si (t), shown in Fig. 1. The time series were
generated in the same manner as was done in [1]. They
were a harmonic oscillator with angular velocity 1/3 and
two independent Lorenz processes with three-dimensional
parameter vectors.
The changes in the process model were achieved by changing the parameters of one of the Lorenz processes. They
were taken to be [3 26.5 1] before and [2 20 1] after the
change, which occurred at the time instant ν = 1500. The
parameters of the other Lorenz process were constant and
equal to [4 30 1]. Fig. 1 clearly shows the change in one of
the Lorenz processes.
Similar to [1] one dimension of each of the three underlying processes was hidden, to make the problem more difficult. Therefore only five linear projections of the eight states
shown in Fig. 1 are present in the observed nonlinear mixtures. An arbitrary nonlinear mapping f was implemented
using a random MLP network with inverse hyperbolic sine
activation functions, which produced ten-dimensional observations from the five inputs. Finally a zero-mean Gaussian noise n(t) was added to the observations. Its standard
deviation was chosen to be 0.1, while the standard deviation
of the signal was normalized to unity.
Fig. 2 shows the ten observations that correspond to the
underlying states shown in Fig. 1. Note that the data model
changes at time instant ν = 1500, but this change has now
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Fig. 1. Underlying states.

Fig. 2. Observations.

been hidden by the nonlinear mixing model and the additive
noise.

the order of their appearance and the decision about whether
the change occurred was made at each time instant.
States s(t) were sequentially estimated for each new observation x(t) using a few iterations of the NDFA algorithm.
First, an initial guess s(t) = g(s(t − 1)) was made and
then the posterior means and variances of s(t) were updated.
Mappings f and g were fixed and not adjusted to new observations.
Thus, for each new observation we got the value of the
cost function C(t) which can be used to detect the model
changes. Recall that according to (7), the cost function implicitly includes the term − ln p(Xt ) where Xt is the set of
observations x(τ ) for 1 ≤ τ ≤ t. Therefore the difference
of two successive values of C can be used to estimate the
probability of new data given the previous one:

3.2. Learning a dynamical model
For learning the dynamical model of the process using the
NDFA algorithm, the observation signals were divided in
two parts. The first thousand observations x(t)(1 ≤ t ≤
1000) shown in Fig. 2 were taken as the training data to
learn the model. This part contained observations with constant underlying process dynamics. The second data set
(t > 1000) was composed of two parts with different models of underlying states and it was used to test the examined
properties of the NDFA.
As reported in [1], different numbers of states, MLP
structures, and its random initializations were tested. Finally the model which minimized the cost function was taken
for further experiments. It was a model having 10 states, and
both the observation MLP network and the state dynamics
MLP network had one hidden layer of 30 neurons.
The experimental results reported in [1] indicate that
7500 iterations of the NDFA algorithm were sufficient for
learning the states and the observation mapping f . However, more iterations were needed to learn the underlying
dynamical process. Most of the learning was finished after
100,000 iterations, but some progress was observed even after 600,000 iterations.
3.3. Detection of the abrupt model change
The ability of the NDFA algorithm to detect model changes
was tested on the second part of the data x(t)(1000 < t ≤
2000). The observations were considered sequentially in

C(t) − C(t − 1) ≈
p(x(t)|Xt−1 ) =

− ln p(Xt ) + ln p(Xt−1 ) ⇒
p(Xt )
≈ e−(C(t)−C(t−1))
p(Xt−1 )

Fig. 3 shows the values of the cost function estimated
for the data x(t)(1000 ≤ t ≤ 2000) presented in Fig. 2.
It is evident that the NDFA algorithm trained with 600,000
iterations has been able to detect changes in the dynamical model of the data whereas 7500 of the NDFA iterations
were not enough.
Besides the ability to detect changes of the process model,
the NDFA algorithm can find out in which states the changes
took place. Fig. 4a presents the underlying states which
were estimated by the end of the learning phase (1 ≤ t ≤
1000) and during the detection phase (1001 ≤ t ≤ 2000).
The plot shows that only nine out of ten states are actually used. Two states model the harmonic oscillator dynamics, other four states describe the Lorenz process with con-
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Fig. 3. Cost function.
stant parameters, and the other three states correspond to the
Lorenz process with changing parameters.
It is evident that the NDFA method has captured the
changes of the underlying state dynamics. It can be proved
by splitting the cost function and considering the contributions of different states. Combining the terms of the cost
function it can be presented in the following form:
X
C(si ) + Cx + c
C=
i

where C(si ) includes the terms originating from q(si (t)|si (t−
1)) and p(si (t)|s(t − 1), θ), Cx includes the terms from
p(X|S, θ) and c includes the rest of the terms originating
from the parameters. During the detection phase c is constant since the parameters are not updated.
Fig. 4b shows the state contributions C(si ) obtained for
this problem. It is easy to see that the characteristics of
the state contribution have changed after the change instant
ν = 1500. The contribution has increased for those states
that correspond to the underlying process with changing dynamics.
3.4. Performance and comparisons
In order to assess the change detection performance of the
NDFA algorithm and to compare it with other methods, the
process changes were repeatedly simulated over 100 trials. Based on these results, the method was compared to
some well-known classical methods for change detection.
These algorithms control the current mean of the process.
They were chosen since more complicated methods, which
try to find a model of observations (e.g. a nonlinear autoregressive model), have proved to work poorly in this particular problem.
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Fig. 4. Reconstructed states (a) and their contribution to
cost function (b).
All the used methods are based on the following decision rule for the change detection problem:

1, gt ≥ h
dt =
(12)
0, gt < h
where gt is a statistic following the state of the observed
process, h is a chosen threshold, and the decision variable
dt = 0(respectively 1) means that at time t the decision ”no
change” (respectively ”change”) is made.
Due to fluctuations in the gt statistic, sometimes false
detections occur. Let ν, as before, denote the time instant
when the change actually takes place in a given simulation and N the time instant when an algorithm makes the
”change” decision according to the above decision rule. We
can then define the probability of false detection as
Pf = P (N < ν)

(13)

In practice, this can be estimated from the trials by counting
the relative frequency of false detections.
Another performance measure is the speed with which
a decision rule detects a (true) change, or the average time
distance between the true change ν and the detected change
N:
D = E(N − ν|N ≥ ν, ν)
(14)
Both measures (13) and (14) of course depend on the decision threshold h, which was varied in the simulations over
a suitable range.
In the comparisons, the following decision statistics gt
were considered:
1. NDFA statistics
gt = C(t) − min C(k)
k≤t

140

2. nonsequential (fixed-size sample (FSS)) strategy based
on the repeated Neyman-Pearson test

NDFA
Chernoff−Zacks
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120
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k
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3. FSS-strategy based on the Bayesian statistics suggested
by Chernoff and Zacks [5]
gt (m) = k

m
X
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(i − 1)(x(t − m + i) − µ)k
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4. Shewhart chart generalization for multi-dimensional
processes [6, 7]
gt (m)
x̄

= m(x̄ − µ)T R−1 (x̄ − µ)
m
X
x(t − m + i)
= 1/m
i=1

In these equations, µ and R are the mean and the covariance
matrix estimated on the training data x(t) and the sample
size for moving averages m was chosen to be 80. Note that
statistics 2–4 are heuristical generalizations of the corresponding procedures originally designed for one-dimensional
processes.
Fig. 5 shows the simulation results. The D -measure of
Eq. (14) is plotted against the false detection probability Pf
of Eq. (13). Each indicated point on the curves gives one
(Pf , D) pair for a given value of the decision threshold h
in the rule (12). Thus, one curve corresponds to one of the
algorithms with different values of threshold h. The closer
a curve is to the origin, the faster the algorithm can detect
the change with low false detection rate. The NDFA method
outperforms the classical ones. It is evident that the standard
algorithms are not able to detect the change properly, due to
the complexity and nonlinearity of the process, while the
NDFA method is highly accurate in this problem, giving a
D value close to zero with very low false detection rates.
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